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Abstract1

In order to carry out meaningful “virtual” exper-2

iments on the playability of bowed-string instru-3

ments, a simulation model is required that can re-4

produce all details relevant to a musician. Mea-5

sured transient behaviour of machine-bowed strings6

is compared in detail with predictions from a range7

of previously-published computer simulation mod-8

els. The general trends of waveforms and param-9

eter dependence observed experimentally are suc-10

cessfully predicted, but some important details are11

not well captured by any of the models tested. The12

discrepancies, mainly associated with uncertainty13

about the correct model for the frictional interac-14

tion between bow and string, are examined sys-15

tematically to reveal patterns of sensitivity to spe-16

cific features of the models and to provide guidance17

on aspects of those models that may require en-18

hancement to achieve a closer match to experiment.19

Of the models tested, the friction model based on20

contact temperature performed significantly better21

than more traditional ones based on instantaneous22

sliding speed.23

PACS numbers:43.75.De24

1 Introduction25

There is a long history of theoretical modelling of26

the motion of a bowed string. In common with27

many other areas of science and engineering, such28

models were initially aimed at qualitative under-29

standing of observed phenomena. More recently30

the focus has shifted to the use of computational31

models for “virtual testing”, to supplement the slow32

process of making and testing prototypes to evalu-33

ate design changes. In the context of bowed instru-34

ment acoustics, a major aim of virtual testing is35
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to learn something about “playability”: those as- 36

pects of discrimination between instruments that 37

can only be assessed by a player, not by a non- 38

playing listener. 39

There are several aspects to this question, which 40

all depend upon the detailed response of a string 41

to a given bowing gesture: the player’s concern is 42

“how easily can I make the string do what I want?”, 43

which could refer to achieving a particular regime of 44

steady vibration or to details of transient response. 45

The issue is often described with the phrase “ease 46

of speaking”. Perhaps computational models could 47

help makers to produce instruments that are easier 48

to play, by exploring design options with numer- 49

ical experiments? Questions can be asked about 50

the influence on the detailed string motion of var- 51

ious measurable features of the instrument body, 52

strings, bow, rosin and player’s gesture. 53

This idea goes back a long way, and preliminary 54

efforts of this kind were made soon after the first 55

computational models of bowed-string motion be- 56

came available [1, 2, 3]. However, it is now known 57

that those early models were insufficiently accurate 58

for detailed studies, although they gave useful qual- 59

itative insights. Increasingly sophisticated theoret- 60

ical/computational models of a bowed string have 61

been developed since then, and these are now be- 62

lieved to capture many aspects of the underlying 63

physics [4]. As will be seen in some detail later in 64

this paper, the major remaining uncertainty con- 65

cerns the physics of friction at the bow-string in- 66

terface. 67

Two laboratory rigs have been built by differ- 68

ent researchers with the specific intention of gather- 69

ing data for testing and calibration of bowed-string 70

models [5, 6]. Many tests have been run on both, 71

but only a few examples have been published. Al- 72

though some years have passed since the measure- 73

ments were made, these two rigs are still the best 74
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source of data for the purpose; but there has not75

yet been an attempt to survey all the available ex-76

perimental data and compare it systematically with77

state-of-the-art simulations to assess the strengths78

and weaknesses of current models. That is the task79

of this paper.80

A representative selection of data from the two81

test rigs will be compared with predictions of three82

specific models. These rigs and models will be de-83

scribed in the following sections. All simulations84

are based on a commonly-used computational strat-85

egy, and all aspects of these models and their nu-86

merical implementation are identical, apart from87

the treatment of friction. Questions of numerical88

implementation are not addressed here: the spe-89

cific details have been previously published [7, 8].90

In summary, this paper makes no claims for novelty91

in the test rigs, development of theoretical models92

or numerical implementation. The novelty resides93

in the systematic comparison of model predictions94

with measured results, many of them previously un-95

published. As will be seen throughout this paper,96

this comparison reveals that none of the models is97

fully satisfactory. It will provide some clues about98

directions for future development, and reveal tests99

that any improved model will need to pass.100

2 Background101

2.1 Schelleng and Guettler diagrams102

There are several vibration regimes commonly en-103

countered in bowed-string playing. The one a104

player is almost invariably aiming for was first105

described by Helmholtz [9], and is known as106

“Helmholtz motion”. There is a single episode of107

sticking and of slipping between the bow and the108

string in every cycle of vibration, triggered by the109

passage past the bow of a fairly sharp “corner”110

(jump in slope) on the string. If the player does111

not press hard enough with the bow, more than one112

slip will occur in every period: “double-slipping”113

or more generally “multiple-slipping” motion. On114

the other hand, if the normal bow force is too high115

then some kind of non-periodic “raucous” motion116

is likely to occur.117

Three less common regimes should also be men-118

tioned. “Anomalous low frequencies” sometimes119

occur instead of raucous motion at high bow force;120

periodic motion with a much longer period than121

the string’s natural period [10]. “S-motion” some-122

times occurs when the bowing point on the string123

is near a position at a simple fraction of the string124

length (e.g. 1/3 or 1/4) [11]: it involves a single125

slip per cycle and is sometimes acceptable in mu-126

sical terms, but has a different frequency content 127

from Helmholtz motion. Finally, “multiple-flyback 128

motion” sometimes occurs when Helmholtz motion 129

was intended: it involves two or more short slips 130

in close proximity in every cycle, and produces a 131

sound that is generally undesirable. Examples of 132

waveforms associated with these regimes can be 133

found in [3]. 134

Which of these regimes occurs with a given bow- 135

ing gesture, and in particular the combination of 136

parameters needed to produce Helmholtz motion, is 137

a question of great interest to players. Two famous 138

diagrams have been used to convey partial answers. 139

The first was suggested by Schelleng [12], who ex- 140

amined the limits of normal bow force N within 141

which it is possible to sustain steady Helmholtz mo- 142

tion. For a given value of the bow speed, both the 143

minimum and maximum bow force limits depend 144

on the position of the bow on the string, usually 145

characterised via the parameter β defined as the 146

bow-bridge distance divided by the vibrating string 147

length. Schelleng plotted the predictions of approx- 148

imate formulae for the two force limits in the N−β 149

plane: on log-log scales the two lines define a wedge- 150

shaped region within which Helmholtz motion may 151

be sustained. An example is sketched in Fig. 1a. 152

Since Schelleng’s time, further developments of his 153

analysis have been published [13, 1, 14, 15]: al- 154

though some details of the theoretical bow force 155

limits have been refined, the Helmholtz region qual- 156

itatively retains its wedge-like pattern. 157

However, the Schelleng diagram only addresses 158

part of the problem. When an experienced player 159

evaluates an unfamiliar instrument, they are pri- 160

marily concerned with the transient response of 161

the strings when various bowing gestures are per- 162

formed. A natural candidate quantity to study, for 163

possible correlation with a musician’s evaluations 164

of transient bowing, is the promptness of formation 165

of the Helmholtz motion for a given bow gesture. 166

Guettler [16] argued that for many simple bow ges- 167

tures the force is kept almost constant while the 168

bow accelerates roughly uniformly from rest. He 169

thus suggested that an interesting parameter space 170

in which to study transients would be the plane of 171

bow force N and bow acceleration a: the “Guettler 172

diagram”. 173

Guettler analyzed the chain of events that oc- 174

curs for the case of a constantly accelerating bow, 175

to find out how a player might produce a “perfect 176

transient” in which Helmholtz motion is achieved 177

with no delay. His analysis, relying on a particu- 178

lar theoretical model of friction to be discussed in 179

section 2.3, led to the formulation of four condi- 180

tions that must be satisfied by any perfect tran- 181

sient. Each of the four requires that the bowing 182
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Figure 1: Sketches of the Schelleng (a) and Guettler
(b) diagrams. Note that axis scales are logarithmic
in (a), but linear in (b).

gesture lies to one side of a radial line from the183

origin in the N − a plane, a different line for each184

condition. Some conditions require being above a185

line, others below one, so the region for which all186

four conditions are met occupies a wedge pointing187

toward the origin [16]. An example is sketched in188

Fig. 1b. If the bow force is too high or the accelera-189

tion is too low, the attack sounds “choked/creaky”;190

if the bow force is too low or the acceleration too191

high, the attack sounds “loose/slipping”. As β is192

decreased, i.e. as the bow is moved closer to the193

bridge, the wedge is predicted to become narrower194

and to rotate in a counter-clockwise direction in the195

plane [16].196

2.2 Test rigs197

Two sources of experimental data are used here:198

measurements by Galluzzo [6] on a cello string and199

measurements by Schumacher [5, 17] on a violin E-200

string mounted on a laboratory monochord rig.201

Galluzzo’s computer-controlled bowing machine,202

designed specifically to facilitate detailed compari-203

son between theory and experiment, has been de- 204

scribed previously [6]. Through a combination of 205

open-loop control, closed-loop feedback compensa- 206

tion and careful hardware design, the bowing ma- 207

chine can change bow acceleration with a response 208

time of around 10 ms while maintaining constant 209

bow force with an accuracy of ±3%. For the cases 210

to be discussed here the machine was used to pro- 211

duce bowing gestures with constant acceleration, 212

or tailored to elicit steady Helmholtz motion for 213

exploring the Schelleng diagram. 214

The machine was used to bow an open D string 215

mounted on a cello. A “Dominant” D-string was 216

used throughout: physical properties of this par- 217

ticular string have been measured by previous in- 218

vestigators [18, 19]. The string motion was moni- 219

tored by measuring the transverse force exerted at 220

the cello bridge with a piezo-electric sensor built 221

into the bridge. Signal conditioning was provided 222

by a charge amplifier with a low-frequency roll-off 223

measured to begin at about 0.5 Hz, which implies 224

that the sensor system could accurately measure 225

features with time-scales many times longer than 226

the fundamental period of the string. 227

The second test rig, designed with a similar pur- 228

pose, has been described by Schumacher et al. [5]. 229

Control of the “bow” is less sophisticated than in 230

the Galluzzo rig: it was carried on a belt-driven 231

trolley, controlled using the manufacturer’s soft- 232

ware and hardware. A steel monofilament violin E 233

string was bowed, the transverse forces exerted on 234

the supports at both ends of the string were mea- 235

sured, using similar piezoelectric sensors to that 236

used in the Galluzzo rig. An inverse calculation 237

was then used to deduce the transient waveforms 238

of string velocity and friction force at the bowing 239

point [5]. This gives an advantage over the Gal- 240

luzzo rig: the string motion and friction force at 241

the bowed point relate very directly to the physics 242

of friction, whereas the bridge force measured by 243

Galluzzo is more indirect. Many of the parameter 244

values for the properties of this string, needed for 245

modelling purposes, were measured as part of the 246

experimental procedure: the inverse calculation on 247

which the measurement is based requires an accu- 248

rate model. 249

All the experimental measurements to be pre- 250

sented here used rosin-coated rods for the “bow”: 251

the Galluzzo rig used an acrylic rod of diameter 252

13 mm while the Schumacher rig used a glass rod 253

of diameter 6 mm. The glass rod was dip-coated 254

in rosin from solution, while the acrylic rod was 255

coated by the usual violinist’s method of rubbing 256

the cake of rosin to transfer a film: the low thermal 257

conductivity of acrylic allows this to work easily 258

[20]. The use of a rod rather than a conventional 259
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violin or cello bow was deliberate: the theoretical260

models take their simplest form when the string is261

bowed at a single point, and this simplest case is a262

natural first target for validation studies.263

The Galluzzo rig has been used to examine in-264

dividual transients, and also to scan the Schelleng265

and Guettler diagrams. The Schumacher rig could266

only be used to produce individual transients, but267

it provided additional data: for example, runs have268

been done in which the ambient temperature was269

progressively raised to see the effect on the fric-270

tional behaviour [17], and it has also been possible271

to examine samples of the glass rods in the scanning272

electron microscope to give direct visual evidence273

about frictional processes [5].274

2.3 Bowed-string model275

Theoretical models of a bowed string share many276

features with models of other sustained musical in-277

struments such as the clarinet, flute or trumpet278

[21, 22]; and also with models for many engineer-279

ing problems involving self-excited vibration, such280

as squeal of vehicle brakes [23, 24]. All these prob-281

lems involve an approximately linear system with282

one or more resonances, often very complicated in283

its details, driven into vibration by interaction with284

a nonlinear element of some kind. Since any physi-285

cal system must dissipate energy, some form of non-286

linearity is necessary if sustained vibration is to oc-287

cur. The nonlinear element can take many forms:288

for example, in a clarinet the flexibility of the reed289

results in a nonlinear relation between air-flow and290

pressure drop in the mouthpiece (see for example291

[25, 21]). In a bowed string, the dominant nonlin-292

earity is associated with the friction force at the293

bow-string contact.294

For such problems, the linear part of the system295

is usually straightforward (if laborious) to model296

with sufficient accuracy, but the nonlinearity may297

be much harder to pin down. This is particularly298

true in the case of friction. There is a large body of299

literature relating to measurement and modelling300

of dynamic friction, in contexts as diverse as brake301

squeal and earthquake mechanics (see for example302

[24, 26]). However, there is no existing model that303

can reliably capture frictional behaviour under all304

circumstances: this is still an area of active research305

[26].306

The computational approach to be used in this307

study is based on a methodology developed some308

decades ago (see for example [21, 27, 28]). The309

linear system in this case consists of the string and310

instrument body, and a natural way to calibrate the311

linear model and test its accuracy is to study the312

plucked response of the string. A detailed descrip-313

tion of the model and its numerical implementa- 314

tion has been given elsewhere [7], including com- 315

parisons of simulations with plucked-string mea- 316

surements. The version of the model used in the 317

present study employs accurate implementations of 318

the frequency-dependent damping, the wave disper- 319

sion and the torsional motion of the strings, and 320

for the case of the Galluzzo rig it includes coupling 321

to a realistic multi-resonance cello body. However, 322

because the experimental results were all obtained 323

with rods rather than normal bows, it was not nec- 324

essary to include the coupling to bow-hair and bow- 325

stick dynamics. All parameter values used in the 326

simulations to be reported here are listed in Ta- 327

ble 1. 328

2.4 Friction models 329

Three specific models will be examined in this 330

study, which differ only in the way that the fric- 331

tion force at the bowed point is calculated. All 332

three friction models are based in one way or an- 333

other on independent physical measurements using 334

violin rosin, and all three have been described in 335

earlier literature. 336

All early work on bowed-string dynamics made 337

use of a very simple friction model. This model, 338

often known as the “friction-curve model”, relies 339

on two assumptions. The first is the Amontons- 340

Coulomb “law” that the friction force F during 341

sliding is proportional to the normal force, lead- 342

ing to the familiar notion of a coefficient of friction 343

µ = F/N . The second assumption is that this fric- 344

tion coefficient depends only on the instantaneous 345

value of the relative sliding velocity between bow 346

and string. 347

Both assumptions are open to question in the 348

case of the bowed string. Amontons’ law is gener- 349

ally understood to rely on the statistics of asperity 350

contacts between rough surfaces (see for example 351

Johnson [29]). This assumption may work reason- 352

ably well for a ribbon of bow-hair with multiple con- 353

tacts [4], but with a rigid rod “bow” one might ex- 354

pect something more like the nonlinear Hertz con- 355

tact law to apply [29]. Doubts over the velocity- 356

dependence assumption are deeper-rooted, as will 357

be explored in some detail in the remainder of this 358

paper. 359

Numerical values for the velocity-dependent fric- 360

tion coefficient of typical violin rosin were first mea- 361

sured by Lazarus [30], and similar results were later 362

obtained by Smith and Woodhouse [20]. In both 363

studies two rosin-coated surfaces were forced to 364

slide with a range of constant relative speeds, and 365

the friction force was measured. A good fit to the 366

data of Smith and Woodhouse is given by the func- 367
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Table 1: String properties for the two tested strings, as used in all simulations. For definitions of the
three loss coefficients, see [7]. The “finger-stopped” case of Fig. 12 was computed using the value of ηF
given in brackets.

String Galluzzo rig Schumacher rig

Frequency Hz 146.8 693

Tension N 111 72.5

Mass/unit length g/m 2.7 0.42

Bending stiffness 10−4 N/m2 3.0 0.47

Characteristic impedance kg/s 0.55 0.175

Loss coefficients ηF 10−5 23 (69 for stopped) 5

ηB 10−2 12.5 0.2

ηA 1/s 0.11 2

Torsional wave speed m/s 758 4620

Torsional Q factor 45 30

Torsional impedance kg/s 1.8 0.61

tion368

µ = 0.4e(v−vb)/0.01 + 0.45e(v−vb)/0.1 + 0.35, (1)

where v is the string velocity at the bowed point369

and vb is the bow speed, both expressed in m/s.370

Simulations based on this equation will be referred371

to as the “classical friction-curve model”.372

The prediction of Eq. 1 is plotted in Fig. 2. The373

vertical portion of each curve shows the range of374

possible forces during sticking. The curved portions375

show the variation of friction force during slipping:376

the sign is always opposite to that of the sliding377

speed because friction always opposes motion. For378

a bowed string the relative sliding speed is usually379

negative, but under some circumstances “forward380

slipping” can occur, and then the portion of the381

curve with positive values on the horizontal axis is382

relevant.383

The two straight dashed lines in Fig. 2 illus-384

trate an aspect of any friction-curve model that385

will be important for later discussions. For rea-386

sons explained in detail by McIntyre et al. [21],387

certain portions of a friction curve are inaccessi-388

ble. At a given moment during the evolution of389

the string motion, the force and velocity are deter-390

mined by the intersection of the friction curve with391

a straight line whose slope is inversely proportional392

to the normal force. When that slope is lower than393

the maximum slope of the friction curve, multiple394

intersections can occur: this is sometimes known395

as “Friedlander’s ambiguity” [31]. The resolution396

is a hysteresis rule, illustrated by the dashed lines397

plotted in Fig. 2. At the end of a sticking episode,398

the force and velocity undergo large jumps; while at 399

the end of a slipping episode the jumps are smaller. 400

Galluzzo suggested a significantly different form 401

of the friction-velocity relation for violin rosin, from 402

an alternative argument based on the jumps just 403

discussed [32]. If a friction-curve model really is 404

a correct description of the underlying frictional 405

constitutive law, then it follows from the graphi- 406

cal construction sketched in Fig. 2 that at a slip 407

event the jumps in velocity and friction force are 408

directly related through the shape of the friction 409

curve [33, 32]. Galluzzo measured the force drop 410

at the bridge for the first slip, for a set of tran- 411

sients in a Guettler diagram, and then made use 412

of a prior measurement of the limiting static coef- 413

ficient of friction to deduce points on the friction 414

curve. A fit to his results is the function 415

µ = 0.4e(v−vb)/0.7 + 0.35 (2)

This friction curve is also plotted in Fig. 2, and sim- 416

ulations based on this equation will be referred to 417

as the “reconstructed friction-curve model”. The 418

shape of this friction curve is very different from 419

that of Eq. (1), even though both are determined 420

from experimental results obtained with the same 421

rosin: note especially the difference of slope at low 422

sliding speeds, and the different limiting coefficients 423

of sticking friction. These differences give a strong 424

indication that the friction curve model must have 425

serious shortcomings. This is unfortunate, as most 426

theoretical analyses of bowed-string behaviour, in- 427

cluding Schelleng’s and Guettler’s bow force limits 428

mentioned earlier, rely on this model [14]. 429
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Figure 2: Friction curves used in this study. Solid
black line: classical friction curve from Eq. 1; red
dashed line: reconstructed friction curve from Eq.
2. Dashed straight lines illustrate the hysteresis
rule which resolves the “Friedlander ambiguity” for
the case of the classical friction curve [34] (see text).
The loop is traversed in the direction indicated by
the arrows.

Failure of models of the friction-curve type to430

capture transient details of friction force has been431

reported in other areas involving friction-driven vi-432

bration: see for example [35, 36, 24]. Many models433

have been proposed to match the results of partic-434

ular experimental tests, the most popular belong-435

ing to a family of “rate and state” models. These436

models introduce one or more additional state vari-437

ables, with their own evolution equations. Based438

on a variety of evidence [20, 5, 17] it has been sug-439

gested that temperature is the key state variable in440

determining the friction force of rosin. Direct evi-441

dence for partial melting of the rosin during stick-442

slip vibrations has been shown using scanning elec-443

tron microscopy. It has also been shown that if444

the ambient temperature around a bowed string is445

raised enough, stick-slip motion ceases to occur and446

steady sliding of the bow over the string becomes447

stable [17]. The importance of temperature is not448

very surprising: rosin is close to its glass transition449

point at room temperature, so its mechanical prop-450

erties change rapidly with small changes in temper-451

ature (some measurements will be shown in section452

5.1). The effect is familiar to all violinists: if a cold453

cake of violin rosin is dropped on the floor it will454

show brittle fracture, but if held in the fingers it455

soon becomes sticky.456

Smith and Woodhouse [20] suggested the follow-457

ing sequence of events during stick-slip vibration458

of a bowed string: the tangential force at the con-459

tact reaches the limiting static friction force and460

slipping starts; rubbing of the two surfaces cre- 461

ates heat, softens the rosin and reduces the friction 462

force; once the Helmholtz corner has moved away 463

from the contact point, the disturbance force re- 464

duces and sticking recommences; heat loss through 465

conduction results in reduction of contact temper- 466

ature and the limiting friction coefficient increases 467

again. The result is a kind of self-buffering be- 468

haviour, earlier studied for skis on ice [37]. Under 469

conditions of steady sliding the contact tempera- 470

ture will increase with increasing sliding speed, and 471

this would account for the type of variation cap- 472

tured in Eq. (1). 473

A preliminary attempt has been made to formu- 474

late a thermal model of friction that could be used 475

in a bowed-string simulation. Two main simplify- 476

ing assumptions were made. First, “contact tem- 477

perature” was introduced as a single state variable. 478

This was envisaged as representing the average tem- 479

perature of the rosin within the active contact re- 480

gion, ignoring any spatial variation of temperature 481

within this zone. It could be tracked by running 482

a transient heat-flow calculation on a control vol- 483

ume of rosin in the contact region, in parallel with 484

the dynamic simulation of the bowed string. At 485

each instant the heat generated through friction is 486

counterbalanced by advection, absorption and con- 487

duction, and a simple model of those processes was 488

formulated [20]. 489

The second assumption of the preliminary ther- 490

mal model concerns a constitutive model for fric- 491

tion force as a function of temperature. Two gen- 492

eral types of behaviour were explored: “viscous”, 493

with a temperature-dependent viscosity, and “plas- 494

tic” with a temperature-dependent yield strength. 495

In both cases, the material properties were not ob- 496

tained from direct measurements but inferred by 497

requiring that the combined mechanical/thermal 498

simulation model should reproduce the measured 499

steady-sliding behaviour, approximated by Eq. (1). 500

Smith and Woodhouse found that out of the two 501

models, the plastic model gave the better qualita- 502

tive match to the stick-slip vibrations seen in their 503

experiments, which were based on a vibrating can- 504

tilever beam rather than a string. 505

Woodhouse applied this “plastic thermal” fric- 506

tion model to simulate the bowed string, and com- 507

pared the results to those of the classical friction- 508

curve model [18]. The thermal friction model was 509

found to be more “benign” in the sense that the de- 510

sired Helmholtz motion was established faster and 511

more reliably than with the classical friction-curve 512

model, at least with the particular parameter val- 513

ues used in the study. The reason for this qualita- 514

tive difference of behaviour can probably be traced 515

back to the fact that the thermal model never gives 516
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sudden jumps in force or velocity, unlike the fric-517

tion curve models (see the discussion around Fig.518

2 and the hysteresis rule). Jumps naturally lead to519

“twitchiness” of behaviour, in a similar way to the520

effect of saddle points in dynamical systems theory521

(see for example Glendinning [38]).522

The purpose of the present paper is to compare523

the predictions of the thermal model and of the two524

friction-curve models with measurements on bowed525

strings. It is important to note that the two vari-526

eties of friction-curve model involve no free param-527

eters, so they require no additional measurements528

to calibrate them. The thermal model is different529

in this regard. The physical quantity entering the530

model is the shear yield stress as a function of tem-531

perature, and to turn this into a friction force re-532

quires knowledge of the area of contact. This area533

will be governed by the contact geometry, which is534

different in the three relevant measurements. The535

steady-sliding calibration data was obtained with536

geometry somewhat similar to the Galluzzo rig, but537

with a larger area of contact. The Schumacher rig,538

with its much thinner string, has geometry that is539

different again, with a smaller contact area than ei-540

ther of the other experiments. This introduces an541

extra variable, the value of which is not accurately542

known by independent measurements. The influ-543

ence of this additional variable will be discussed in544

section 4.2. Note that the contact area does not ap-545

pear only through the conversion of yield strength546

to friction force — if so, it would be a simple scale547

factor — but it also influences the transient heat-548

flow calculation that determines the evolution of549

contact temperature, so the overall effect is nonlin-550

ear and hard to guess without detailed simulations.551

Parameter values used in simulations with the ther-552

mal model are detailed in Table 2.553

3 Schelleng and Guettler dia-554

gram comparisons555

3.1 Comparisons with simulations:556

Schelleng diagrams557

The result for Schelleng’s diagram measured by the558

Galluzzo rig is shown in Fig. 3a. The bow speed559

was set to 0.05 m/s, the bow force was varied in560

twenty logarithmically spaced steps between the561

limits 0.1–3 N, and the relative bow position β was562

varied in twenty logarithmically spaced steps be-563

tween the limits 0.02–0.18. For details of the mea-564

surement procedure and the algorithm used to iden-565

tify the regimes of string oscillation, see Galluzzo566

and Woodhouse [6]. Lines have been added to this567

plot to give a rough indication of the minimum and568
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(a) Experiments (b) Classical friction curve

(c) Reconstructed friction curve (d) Thermal friction model

Figure 3: Schelleng’s diagram: (a) as measured;
(b) from simulation with the classical friction curve
of Eq. (1); (c) from simulation with the recon-
structed friction curve of Eq. (2); (d) from sim-
ulation using the plastic thermal model. Symbols
denote the identified regime of oscillation — square:
Helmholtz motion; ×: double or multiple slipping;
dot: constant slipping; +: raucous motion; *: S-
motion; triangle: anomalous low frequency (ALF).
Straight lines indicate approximate upper and lower
boundaries of Helmholtz motion in the measure-
ments from (a), and are added to the other subplots
as a guide to the eye when making comparisons.

maximum bow force limits in the measured data: 569

these are simply intended as a guide to the eye. 570

The same lines are reproduced in Figs. 3b–d, to 571

help the reader make comparisons. 572

The Schelleng diagram shown in Fig. 3b was gen- 573

erated by simulation, using the classical friction- 574

curve model based on Eq. (1). The same values of 575

bow position and force were used as in Fig. 3a. The 576

regime identification was carried out using the same 577

algorithm in all cases: see [18, 6] for details of the 578

method. Figure 3c shows the corresponding Schel- 579

leng diagram generated with the reconstructed fric- 580

tion curve of Eq. (2). Finally, simulations were car- 581

ried out using the thermal friction model. The re- 582

sulting Schelleng diagram is shown in Fig. 3d, and 583

is again directly comparable to the other plots. 584

Compared to the measurements, the Schel- 585

leng diagrams obtained from simulations with the 586

friction-curve models, while different, exhibit recog- 587

nisable similarities. Indeed, the case where the re- 588

constructed friction curve was used matches some 589

aspects of the measurements quite closely; par- 590

ticularly the position of the minimum bow force 591

line. The Schelleng diagram obtained from sim- 592
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Table 2: Parameter values used in the thermal friction model. Thermal properties for the materials of
rod and string were in all cases exactly as listed in Table 1 of [18]. Coulomb’s law was assumed, so that
the contact radius was proportional to the square root of the normal force, taking the listed values at
the tabulated reference values of force.

Galluzzo rig Schumacher rig Steady sliding

Contact radius µm 250 200 500

Reference force N 1 1 3

Layer thickness µm 1 1 10

ulations with the thermal model shows behaviour593

that echoes an earlier comment: it suggests more594

“benign” behaviour than the friction-curve models,595

possibly a little too benign. The Helmholtz region596

matches the red lines quite well, overflowing them597

a little at the edges, but the diagram lacks the con-598

spicuous columns of S-motion seen in diagrams ob-599

tained from the measurements and also from simu-600

lations with the reconstructed friction curve.601

To show what lies behind the symbols plotted in602

Fig. 3, Fig. 4 displays waveforms for column 10 of603

all four cases. The waveforms are separated verti-604

cally for clarity. Helmholtz motion is indicated by605

sawtooth waveforms. Towards the bottom of most606

columns instances of multiple slipping can be seen,607

and towards the top of all columns non-periodic608

“raucous” motion is seen. These waveforms give609

reassurance that the automated detection of vibra-610

tion regimes that has been used to generate Fig. 3611

has performed well: in all cases the plotted sym-612

bol corresponds to the judgement that would be613

made by eye. The plots suggest the same conclu-614

sion as the discussion above: the classical friction615

curve gives results considerably at variance with the616

measurements, while both the reconstructed fric-617

tion curve and the thermal model give results that618

are recognisably similar to the measurements. Of619

the two, the thermal model looks slightly better,620

especially at higher normal forces.621

3.2 Comparisons with simulations:622

Guettler diagrams623

Examples of experimental Guettler diagram data624

for eight values of β, from [6], are shown in Fig. 5.625

The values range from approximately 1/28 (near626

the bridge) to approximately 1/6 (near the finger-627

board). The measurements for each case were made628

on a grid of 20 × 20 data points, linearly spaced629

in the N -a plane. The chosen range of bow force630

was 0.4–3.2 N, and the chosen range of bow accel-631

eration was 0.08–3.2 m/s2. In each plot, the time632

taken to achieve Helmholtz motion relative to the633
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Figure 4: Bridge-force waveforms for the 10th col-
umn of Fig. 3 (β = 0.057). From left to right: mea-
sured, simulated with the classical friction curve,
simulated with the reconstructed friction curve,
and simulated with the thermal friction model.
Curves are spread vertically for clarity, in the same
pattern as in the Schelleng diagram.

time of the first slip at a given combination of bow 634

force and acceleration is indicated by the shade of 635

the pixel at the corresponding location in the N - 636

a plane. White pixels indicate perfect transients, 637

black pixels indicate that it took twenty or more 638

period lengths to achieve Helmholtz motion, and 639

shaded grey pixels indicate intermediate cases. Pix- 640

els with crosses (“×”) indicate unsuccessful mea- 641

surements for which there were less than 20 string 642

periods left in the recorded data after the first slip. 643

The choice of 20 periods as the limit was simply to 644

give a reasonable density of non-black pixels in the 645

plots: it does not imply that a 20-period transient 646

is necessarily short enough to be musically accept- 647

able. Indeed, in the context of this particular note 648

on the cello a 20-period transient would certainly 649

be unacceptably long (see [39]). For an illustration 650

of the algorithm used to determine transient length, 651

see Fig. 9 of [6]; for more details of the implemen- 652

tation see [32]. 653
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The “speckly” texture of these plots may surprise654

a string player: a cellist experiences the string’s655

response as fairly reliable and repeatable, whereas656

the intermingled dark and light pixels suggest that657

a small change in bowing gesture could have a big658

effect. It should be recalled that these results were659

generated with a carefully-controlled bowing ma-660

chine and analysed with rigorous standards of what661

is acceptable as Helmholtz motion. It is not clear662

that all transients which “fail” by these tests are663

necessarily unacceptable in practice. Indeed, that664

kind of question goes to the heart of using such665

studies to assess “playability”: there can be no666

doubt that further work will be needed to clar-667

ify the issue. As was reported in earlier work [6],668

when a given Guettler diagram scan was repeated669

under nominally identical conditions, the detailed670

light and dark pixels were not repeatable. However,671

the qualitative appearance of the diagram was re-672

peatable: see especially Fig. 12 of that reference.673

That reference also showed that the speckly tex-674

ture was not caused by the use of the perspex rod:675

a normal bow gave very similar results. When it676

comes to comparisons with simulated results, at-677

tention should be focussed on qualitative aspects:678

the position and shape of the general region within679

which non-black pixels occur, and the statistical na-680

ture of the “speckliness”.681

The Guettler diagrams shown in Fig. 6 were gen-682

erated by simulation, using the classical friction-683

curve model based on Eq. (1) just as was used for684

Fig. 3b. The results are directly comparable with685

the experimental results in Fig. 5: the same val-686

ues of bow position, force and acceleration were687

used, and the length of pre-Helmholtz transient was688

determined using the same algorithm. Figure 7689

shows corresponding Guettler diagrams generated690

with the reconstructed friction curve of Eq. (2), as691

was used for Fig. 3c. Finally, a corresponding set692

of Guettler diagrams simulated with the thermal693

friction model is shown in Fig. 8, as was used for694

Fig. 3d.695

A comparison of Figs. 5–8 shows obvious dif-696

ferences. The reconstructed friction curve model697

performs significantly better than the classical fric-698

tion curve model, as was previously observed with699

the Schelleng diagram, but the sparsity of non-700

black pixels in both simulated cases would suggest a701

rather “unplayable” cello since relatively few com-702

binations of bow force and acceleration can elicit703

Helmholtz motion in a reasonable time. The results704

for the thermal model show somewhat stronger sim-705

ilarities to the experimental measurements in terms706

of the overall positions and texture of the wedges707

of grey pixels in the Guettler diagram. As was seen708

with the Schelleng diagram, this model shows be-709
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Figure 5: Experimentally measured Guettler dia-
grams, from [6], for eight different values of β: from
top left, β = 0.0357, 0.0449, 0.0566, 0.0714, 0.0899,
0.01133, 0.1428, 0.18. In each plot, the time taken
to achieve Helmholtz motion relative to the time of
the first slip at a given combination of bow force
and acceleration is given by the shade of the pixel
at the corresponding location in the N vs. a plane.
White pixels with crosses (“×”) indicate unsuccess-
ful measurements, as described in the text. The
vertical and horizontal scales of each plot are the
same. The top two plots are almost entirely black,
because Helmholtz motion was rarely achieved in
the allowed time with these values of β.

haviour that is rather more benign than the recon- 710

structed friction curve model, and a great deal more 711

so than the original friction curve model. 712

However, the thermal model certainly does not 713

match experiments perfectly: for example, the up- 714

per and lower borders of the Helmholtz motion 715

wedge appear to intersect the bow force axis at 716

some distance above the origin, with the distance 717

increasing as β decreases. In the experiment, the 718

intersection appears to be closer to the origin. The 719

interpretation in terms of bowed-string behaviour is 720
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Figure 6: Simulated Guettler diagrams, for the
same eight values of β as in Fig. 5, with the clas-
sical friction curve model. In each plot, the time
taken to achieve Helmholtz motion relative to the
time of the first slip at a given combination of bow
force and acceleration is given by the shade of the
pixel at the corresponding location in the N vs. a
plane, according to the colour guide on the right.
This may be compared with the equivalent experi-
mental measurements in Fig. 5, which were plotted
using the same convention.

that for most values of β the thermal model seems721

to show a lower limit of bow force, below which722

Helmholtz motion is not established (or only estab-723

lished very slowly). The measurements show a hint724

of similar behaviour, but it is much less marked.725

3.3 The effect of model variations726

It is of some interest to explore how the the sim-727

ulated Schelleng and Guettler diagrams are influ-728

enced by variations in the model assumptions and729

parameter values. Many aspects of the Schelleng730

diagram have already been discussed in an earlier731

paper [14], but that work focussed mainly on the732
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6, but the simulations are
made using the reconstructed friction curve.

classical friction-curve model. The thermal model 733

raises another set of questions, because it contains 734

some parameter values that are not well determined 735

by measurement. It is useful to know how sensitive 736

the predictions are to these uncertain parameters. 737

To get the clearest view of the answer to this ques- 738

tion, it is examined in the context of steady motion 739

and the Schelleng diagram without the added layers 740

of complication associated with transients. Three 741

parameters are explored in Figs. 9, 10 and 11. The 742

first two relate to the assumed values of the rosin 743

layer thickness and effective contact radius during 744

the steady-sliding measurements on which the clas- 745

sical friction curve was based (values are given in 746

Table 2; see [20, 18] for more details). The third 747

is rather different: as mentioned earlier, it is far 748

from clear that Coulomb’s law would be expected 749

to hold when a string is “bowed” by a rigid rod. 750

The opposite limiting case would be represented by 751

the Hertzian contact law (see for example Johnson 752

[29]), in which the area of contact is proportional 753

to N2/3. The friction force would be expected to 754

vary in a broadly similar way. 755
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Figure 8: Same as Fig. 6, but the simulations are
made using the thermal friction model.

The format of all three figures is similar: a modi-756

fied case is compared to the assumed baseline case,757

and colours are used to highlight differences, par-758

ticularly in the predicted extent of the Helmholtz759

motion range. Since the aim here is to show broad760

qualitative patterns, S-motion has been included761

with Helmholtz motion in these plots: the sporadic762

scatter of S-motion occurrences otherwise makes763

the plots less clear. Simulations have been car-764

ried out with finer resolution than in Fig. 3, be-765

cause constraints associated with the resolution of766

the experimental tests are not relevant here. Fig-767

ure 9 shows that the predictions are remarkably in-768

sensitive to the choice of assumed layer thickness.769

Figure 10 shows that a change in the reference con-770

tact radius has the effect of scaling the Helmholtz771

region up with relatively little change of shape or772

size: in this logarithmic plot the region is mainly773

shifted. This is not very surprising: one key use of774

the contact radius is to calculate the scale factor775

needed to convert the yield strength of the rosin776

into a friction force.777

Figure 11 shows a more striking effect of the778
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Figure 9: Modification to the Schelleng diagram,
simulated with the thermal friction model, when
the assumed reference layer thickness is changed
from 10 µm (base case) to 15 µm (modified case).
The colours indicate where Helmholtz motion or S
motion, “H”, was detected in either or both of the
two cases: in this plot there is almost no difference
between the two.

assumed contact law. With the Hertzian contact 779

law, the Helmholtz region becomes bigger, and the 780

slopes of the lines marking the minimum and maxi- 781

mum bow force change very significantly. The form 782

of these bow force limits has been discussed quite 783

extensively in earlier literature [13, 1, 14, 15], so it 784

is perhaps a little surprising to find a new variable 785

that has a very drastic effect on them. One can ex- 786

pect the real rod-string contact to show behaviour 787

intermediate between Coulomb’s and Hertz’s laws. 788

Hertz’s law is based on an assumption of per- 789

fect smooth contact between the surfaces while 790

Coulomb’s law relies on a statistical population of 791

asperities (see for example [29]). The actual con- 792

tact conditions between the rod and string in the 793

experiments are not known, but the contact foot- 794

print is very small to support a large number of 795

asperities. However, it should be noted that Fig. 3 796

suggests rather good agreement between these par- 797

ticular experimental results and the thermal simu- 798

lations based on Coulomb’s law. 799

Some other model variations have previously 800

been discussed in the context of steady motion and 801

the Schelleng diagram [8], but it is now useful to 802

examine the effect of these variations on transient 803

motion via the Guettler diagram. Figure 12a shows 804

a high-resolution (300 × 300) version of Fig. 6e, 805

based on the classical friction curve model with 806
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Figure 10: Modification to the Schelleng diagram,
simulated with the thermal friction model, when
the assumed reference contact radius is changed
from 0.5 mm (base case) to 0.7 mm (modified case).
The colours indicate where Helmholtz motion or S
motion, “H”, was detected in either or both of the
two cases, using the same scheme as Fig. 9.
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Figure 11: Modification to the Schelleng diagram,
simulated with the thermal friction model, when
the relation between normal force and friction force
is changed from Coulomb’s law (base case) to the
Hertzian contact law (modified case). The colours
indicate where Helmholtz motion or S motion, “H”,
was detected in either or both of the two cases,
using the same scheme as Fig. 9.

β = 0.0899. Figure 12b is the same as Fig. 12a 807

except that the thermal friction model was used. 808

Figures 12c–f show the effect of model variations 809

within the classical friction-curve model on the ap- 810

pearance of the Guettler diagram. All the model 811

parameters were kept the same as in Fig. 12a, ex- 812

cept that in Fig. 12c the intrinsic damping of the 813

string was increased to simulate a finger-stopped 814

note (as opposed to an open string), in Fig. 12d 815

the termination point of the string at the bridge was 816

turned to a rigid boundary, in Fig. 12e the torsional 817

motion of the string was excluded from the model, 818

and in Fig. 12f the bending stiffness of the string 819

was excluded from the model. The implementation 820

of the “finger-stopped” case is based on empirical 821

data [40]: the internal damping of the string was 822

artificially boosted to match measured loss factors 823

of a plucked string (see Table 1 for detailed values). 824

A striking feature of all cases except the thermal 825

model in Fig. 12b, also apparent in Fig. 6e, is the 826

presence of radial lines which contain apparently 827

similar transients. Galluzzo has given an argument 828

based on non-dimensional parameter groups, which 829

predicts this radial structure [32]. However, as with 830

Schelleng’s and Guettler’s calculations, the argu- 831

ment relies explicitly on the friction-curve model. 832

The results here show that this restriction is im- 833

portant: the simulations using the thermal fric- 834

tion model do not show the radial structure, be- 835

yond a rather vague indication of the “Guettler 836

wedge” containing all instances of Helmholtz mo- 837

tion. There is also no obvious sign of radial struc- 838

ture in the experimental data beyond the overall 839

wedge shape of non-black pixels. This is another in- 840

dication that friction-curve models of any kind give 841

misleading predictions about transient response, an 842

issue explored further in the next section. 843

Turning the bridge into a rigid termination re- 844

duces the number of Helmholtz samples and tends 845

to make transients a little longer. By contrast, 846

the “finger-stopped” case shows a larger number of 847

Helmholtz occurrences and generally shorter tran- 848

sients. This observation is in accordance with the 849

experience of the players, that a finger-stopped 850

string is generally more playable than an open 851

string [41]. Such a significant difference shows 852

the importance of careful modelling of the string’s 853

damping. It may be an interesting topic for future 854

work to explore whether the different sources of en- 855

ergy loss in a bowed-string system (intrinsic to the 856

string or from the boundary conditions) have equiv- 857

alent effects, or whether there are subtle differences. 858

Among the cases shown in Fig. 12 based on 859

the classical friction-curve model, all but one show 860

roughly a quarter of the samples classified as suc- 861

cessful. The exception is the case with no tor- 862
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Figure 12: Simulated “Guettler diagrams” for an
open D3 cello string with different variations of the
model. From top left: (a) the base case, using the
classical friction curve model and β = 0.0899; (b)
as (a) but using the thermal model; (c) as (a) but
for a finger-stopped string; (d) as (a) but assuming
rigid terminations of the string; (e) as (a) but with
torsional string motion excluded; (f) as (a) but for a
string with zero bending stiffness. In each plot, the
time taken to achieve Helmholtz motion relative to
the time of the first slip at a given combination of
bow force and acceleration is given by the shade of
the pixel at the corresponding location in the N vs.
a plane. Pixels covered by the hatched area indicate
unsuccessful simulations, as described in the text.
The vertical and horizontal scales of each plot are
the same.

sion, which shows a surprisingly small number of863

Helmholtz samples. The situation might have been864

eased to some extent if the less “twitchy” thermal865

friction model had been used. This conclusion con-866

trasts with the findings of Serafin [42]: based on867

steady bowing results she reported remarkable in-868

sensitivity to the inclusion or exclusion of torsional869

motion. Note that Fig. 4 of [7] showed corre-870

sponding results for the Schelleng diagram using871

the present model implementation: the effect of ex-872

cluding torsional motion was seen to be far from873

negligible, although less drastic than the influence874

on transients shown in Fig. 12e.875

Finally, the case with no bending stiffness shows876

a larger number of successful samples, the average877

number of unsuccessful pre-Helmholtz periods is re-878

duced, and the successful samples are more densely879

clustered around the center-line of the Guettler880

wedge. A denser clustering of successful transients 881

is likely to correlate with an “easier to play” note 882

from the player’s point of view. However, in prac- 883

tice players have only limited control over the bend- 884

ing stiffness of their strings since they can only 885

choose among the options offered by string man- 886

ufacturers. 887

4 Detailed comparison of 888

transient waveforms 889

4.1 Guettler transients 890

The simulated Schelleng and Guettler diagrams, 891

using all three tested models, have already shown 892

clear deviations from the measured results. How- 893

ever, the high-level information obtainable from 894

these plots does not give very clear indications of 895

how friction models might need to be improved in 896

order to obtain a better match. To get closer to the 897

underlying physics requires a detailed examination 898

of individual transient waveforms. A typical selec- 899

tion of measured and simulated bridge force wave- 900

forms from Guettler transients is shown in Fig. 13. 901

The format is similar to Fig. 4: the measured re- 902

sults are on the left, and these are to be compared 903

with the corresponding simulated results from the 904

three models discussed earlier. 905

When the bow accelerates smoothly from rest, 906

the string is effectively devoid of high frequency 907

waves until the time of the first slip. In every case, 908

measured and simulated, the force is observed to 909

rise parabolically before the first slip, indicating 910

that the string is displacing quasi-statically during 911

that period. The constant acceleration a causes 912

a string displacement at the bow at2/2, and the 913

lack of other waves on the string means that the 914

bridge force, which is proportional to the slope of 915

the displacement near the bridge, also increases in 916

proportion to at2. (Strictly, the force at the bridge 917

is also influenced by the string’s bending stiffness, 918

but normal musical strings are sufficiently flexible 919

that this makes only a very small difference.) 920

For the measured results, if one assumes a max- 921

imum possible coefficient of friction µs associated 922

with “limiting static friction”, then a simple equi- 923

librium force balance demonstrates that the bridge 924

force just before the first slip must equal (1−β)µsN . 925

As noted earlier (see section 2.2), the sensor used to 926

measure the bridge force had sufficiently good low- 927

frequency response that it could accurately mea- 928

sure features with time-scales as long as ten times 929

the longest recorded pre-slip duration. It is safe to 930

assume that bridge force measurements were not 931

affected by electronic bandwidth limitations, and 932
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deduce the limiting coefficient of friction µs by di-933

viding the measured bridge force just before the934

first slip by (1 − β)N . Quantitative checks were935

made that the parabolic profile of measured bridge936

force did indeed match this prediction, with the937

known value of acceleration a.938

One detail of Fig. 13 is worth commenting on im-939

mediately. The four cases show obviously different940

values of this “limiting sticking friction”. The two941

friction-curve models simply follow the assumed co-942

efficients of static friction, 1.2 and 0.75 for the two943

models (see Fig. 2). The thermal model was cali-944

brated using the steady-sliding friction results, but945

it shows a lower value than the classical friction-946

curve model for the maximum sticking friction be-947

cause of the assumed value of the contact size (see948

Table 2). To illustrate the influence of this param-949

eter within the thermal model, Fig. 14 shows alter-950

native versions of the same set of simulated tran-951

sients, with different assumed values for the refer-952

ence contact radius. The induced changes are sim-953

ilar to those resulting from changing the normal954

force, but they are not exactly the same because the955

calculation of contact temperature also involves the956

contact radius. Notice from Fig. 13 that, with the957

radius chosen for the main simulations, the maxi-958

mum friction force gives a reasonably good match959

to the experimental value: this was one considera-960

tion in choosing a suitable value for this radius.961

Detailed waveforms vary within the Guettler962

plane, of course, and space does not allow the full963

set of results to be displayed. However, Fig. 13964

correctly captures the main ingredients of the pat-965

tern. At the bottom of each stack of waveforms,966

with low normal force, string vibration grows only967

slowly. As force increases the response is faster, and968

for the highest forces some evidence can be seen of969

extended sticking during the early stages of a tran-970

sient (most obviously in the simulations with the971

classical friction-curve model). These contrasting972

waveforms at high and low bow force correspond973

to extreme forms of Guettler’s distinction between974

“loose/slipping” and “choked/creaky” responses to975

bowing.976

The three models produce characteristically dif-977

ferent patterns of response. The classical friction-978

curve model tends to exhibit longer sticking than979

the others, both before the initial slip and later in980

the transients, and it shows bigger jumps in bridge981

force when slips occur. The reconstructed friction-982

curve model tends to produce “fuzzy-looking” mo-983

tion, involving a dense collection of smaller jumps984

in bridge force. This distinction is a natural con-985

sequence of the two shapes of friction curve: see986

the discussion of Fig. 2 and the hysteresis rule.987

For a given normal force, any friction-curve model988

Figure 13: Selected bridge-force waveforms for the
10th column of case (e) of the measured and sim-
ulated Guettler diagrams, Figs. 5-8 (acceleration
a = 1.56 m s−2, β = 0.0899). From left to
right: measured, simulated with the classical fric-
tion curve, simulated with the reconstructed fric-
tion curve, and simulated with the thermal friction
model. Curves correspond to rows 1, 4, 8, 12, 16
and 20 of the Guettler plots and are spread verti-
cally for clarity.

Figure 14: Alternative versions of thermal simu-
lations matching Fig. 13, with different values of
the assumed reference contact radius: from left to
right, the values are 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.433 mm.
The final value gives a “coefficient of sticking fric-
tion” of 1.2, matched to the classical friction-curve
model. The value 0.5 mm was used in Fig. 13 and
in all other simulations with this model. The values
0.5 mm and 0.7 mm correspond to the results for
the Schelleng diagram in Fig. 10.
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may require a jump in friction force at the end of a989

sticking episode. The magnitude of these jumps is990

determined by the shape of the curve at low sliding991

speeds: the more dramatic shape of the classical992

curve leads to bigger jumps, the flatter form of the993

reconstructed curve gives smaller jumps.994

The thermal model, by contrast, does not nat-995

urally produce jumps at all. Looking closely at996

the behaviour near the moment of first slip in997

each waveform of the right-hand set in Fig. 13, a998

rounded shape is always seen. The assumed model999

of plastic yielding at a stress dependent on temper-1000

ature guarantees this. The yield stress, and hence1001

the friction force, cannot begin to reduce until the1002

temperature starts to rise, and temperature cannot1003

rise until slipping starts and thus generates heat at1004

the contact. The first slip is always a gradual pro-1005

cess, leading to a rounded jump in friction force by1006

a process of thermal runaway.1007

An overall comparison of the three simulations1008

with the measurements, from Fig. 13, reinforces the1009

earlier suggestion that none of the models faithfully1010

reproduces all the details seen in the experimen-1011

tal data, but that the thermal model comes clos-1012

est. However, from the specific point of view of the1013

shape at the first slip this model behaves in a way1014

that seems to be qualitatively wrong. The mea-1015

sured results show a definite jump at the first slip,1016

at least for high values of normal force. At very low1017

normal forces, jumps are hard to see: the bottom1018

waveform in each group suggests that the recon-1019

structed friction curve and the thermal model both1020

mirror the measured behaviour fairly well, while the1021

classical friction curve clearly does not.1022

The behaviour near the first slip seems to be giv-1023

ing valuable information about how a friction model1024

needs to behave. The simple thermal model used1025

here needs to be augmented in some way to allow1026

for the possibility of a force jump while the rosin1027

near the contact is still cold. Such a view is compat-1028

ible with earlier discussion of scanning electron mi-1029

croscope images of the track left in a clean rosin sur-1030

face by stick-slip events [5, 17]. These tracks some-1031

times show direct evidence of heating and melting1032

of the rosin, but in some cases they also showed1033

evidence of brittle fracture. Fracture would natu-1034

rally produce an abrupt jump in force. To guide1035

future modelling effort, it is useful to extract more1036

information about the first slip event from the mea-1037

surements.1038

Figures 15 and 16 show results from an attempt1039

to detect the first slip in each Guettler transient1040

by an automated procedure, then record the mag-1041

nitude of the maximum force before that slip, and1042

the magnitude of the jump. The process of auto-1043

mated detection from noisy data is fallible: it relied1044

on smoothing the data a little, differencing it, then 1045

testing for exceeding a hand-tuned threshold. Oc- 1046

casional rogue pixels in both plots show instances 1047

where this automated procedure failed, but many 1048

points were checked by hand and the reliability was 1049

verified to be generally good. Both plots reveal a 1050

very clear and systematic pattern of variation. 1051
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Figure 15: Maximum coefficient of friction before
first slip (see text) based on the measurements
shown in Fig. 5 and plotted in the Guettler plane
for the same 8 cases as that figure. From top left,
β = 0.0357, 0.0449, 0.0566, 0.0714, 0.0899, 0.01133,
0.1428, 0.18.

A preliminary simple observation about the re- 1052

sults in Fig. 15 is that the average magnitude of the 1053

limiting static coefficient of friction is 0.66 across 1054

all the measurements (including others not shown 1055

here). With the classic friction curve model, and 1056

with the plastic thermal model at ambient temper- 1057

ature (at the start of a transient), the limiting static 1058

coefficient of friction is much bigger, at 1.2. This 1059

model value of 1.2 was derived from experimental 1060

measurements made under different conditions, and 1061

the difference with observations here gives a clear 1062

warning about over-generalising interpretations of 1063
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Figure 16: Magnitude of jump in bridge force fol-
lowing the first slip, normalised by the bow force
N , based on the measurements shown in Fig. 5
and plotted in the Guettler plane for the same 8
cases in the same format as Fig. 15. From top left,
β = 0.0357, 0.0449, 0.0566, 0.0714, 0.0899, 0.01133,
0.1428, 0.18.

such measurements.1064

A more surprising feature of Fig. 15 is that µs de-1065

pends strongly on the bow’s acceleration whereas it1066

is largely unaffected by the bow force: µs seems to1067

halve in magnitude from the lowest to the highest1068

values of the acceleration. Thus, although the in-1069

dependence of µs from N supports the notion that1070

friction force f is at least roughly proportional to1071

normal force N over most of the studied range, it1072

would appear that additional friction-bearing ca-1073

pability is somehow present at low acceleration, or1074

equivalently at longer sticking time-scales. This ob-1075

servation may be associated with the concept of1076

“junction growth” highlighted in the earlier liter-1077

ature of friction [43, 29]. Once the acceleration is1078

high enough that this enhanced friction has disap-1079

peared, however, it can be seen in all cases that1080

the estimated µs is lower towards the bottom of1081

each plot, where bow force is low. This may point 1082

to a change in the balance between Coulomb’s law 1083

and Hertzian contact conditions as bow force varies 1084

(recall the discussion relating to Fig. 11). 1085

In case there was an influence from the long-term 1086

thermal history associated with the sequence of 1087

testing, the same measurement was repeated with 1088

the force vs acceleration parameter space traversed 1089

in the opposite order (results not shown here). A 1090

virtually identical result was obtained. This indi- 1091

cates that the results in Fig. 15 are not significantly 1092

changed by the order in which the data is gath- 1093

ered. In addition, friction at first slip was similarly 1094

measured with a series of constant-velocity bowing 1095

gestures instead of constant-acceleration gestures, 1096

and a similar dependence of friction on bow veloc- 1097

ity was observed. The details of these additional 1098

experiments may be found in Galluzzo [32]. 1099

Looking at further details in Fig. 15, a rela- 1100

tively weak structure of vertical stripes can be dis- 1101

cerned. It appears in similar positions in all cases, 1102

more clearly in some cases than others. This feature 1103

seems to be related to a pattern evident in the top 1104

four cases of Fig. 16, especially at lower bow force. 1105

Accelerations associated with unusually high limit- 1106

ing coefficient of friction, in columns 8 and 15 (with 1107

values 1.23 and 2.38 m/s2), also seem to produce 1108

unusually low values of the initial jump in bridge 1109

force. 1110

Figure 16 also shows a strong dependence on 1111

bow force: normalised jumps are biggest at high 1112

bow force, then in most cases they go through a 1113

minimum before recovering somewhat at the lowest 1114

forces. The broad conclusion is that the real sys- 1115

tem shows more complicated behaviour than any 1116

of the models: as already explained, friction-curve 1117

models always have jumps while the current ther- 1118

mal model never shows them. In the measurements, 1119

there are always some regions of the Guettler plane 1120

showing significant jumps, and others where jumps 1121

are vanishingly small so that the measured bridge 1122

force is more reminiscent of the thermal simula- 1123

tions. It is not at present clear what is responsible 1124

for this structure, or for the vertical stripes men- 1125

tioned above, but the data shown here may well 1126

provide a sensitive test for any proposed new mod- 1127

els. 1128

4.2 Transients from the Schumacher 1129

rig 1130

Finally, it is illuminating to investigate some re- 1131

sults from a different friction experiment. As ex- 1132

plained earlier, a rig designed by Schumacher used 1133

a rosin-coated glass rod to bow a violin E string 1134

[5]. The results from this rig can be used to ex- 1135
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tend what has been learned from the Galluzzo rig,1136

in two different ways. First, the string and “bow”1137

have significantly different properties from those of1138

the Galluzzo rig, allowing an investigation of how1139

well the candidate models reproduce the effects of1140

parametric variation. Second, the Schumacher rig1141

provides information that goes beyond that from1142

the measurements discussed so far: estimates are1143

computed of the friction force and string velocity1144

at the bowed point. These are quantities not read-1145

ily accessible to direct measurement, and they shed1146

additional light on the physics of friction in a bowed1147

string.1148

In order to compare results from this rig with1149

simulation, some changes are needed to the models.1150

The properties of the monofilament steel string are1151

significantly different from those of the cello string:1152

the chosen parameter values are listed in Table 1.1153

Those values apply to all simulations to be shown in1154

this section. For the friction modelling, no change is1155

needed to the two friction-curve models since they1156

contain no free parameters. However, as explained1157

in section 2.3, the thermal model requires modifi-1158

cation. The evidence of Fig. 9 suggests that any1159

differences in the thickness of the rosin layer can1160

be ignored in the first instance, but Fig. 10 sug-1161

gests that the different area of contact should be1162

taken into account. The area can be expected to1163

be smaller than for the Galluzzo rig since both rod1164

and string have smaller diameters. However, it will1165

not be as small as might at first be thought on the1166

basis of Hertzian contact of crossed cylinders (see1167

for example Johnson [29]). The string is sufficiently1168

flexible that it will wrap around the rod somewhat,1169

increasing the contact area. A modest reduction1170

has therefore been made in effective contact radius1171

compared to the earlier simulations: all values were1172

listed in Table 2. However, there is no claim that1173

any of these values of contact size are accurately1174

known from direct measurements.1175

The Schumacher rig does not produce constant-1176

acceleration transients with the accuracy of the1177

Galluzzo rig, because of inertia effects of the trolley1178

that carries the rod. However, the actual motion1179

of the trolley can be measured during testing, and1180

that bow-speed profile can be used in the simula-1181

tion models to give directly comparable predictions.1182

The nominal acceleration is 2 m/s2, in the middle1183

of the range explored in the earlier Guettler dia-1184

grams, and the actual peak acceleration is not very1185

different.1186

Figures 17 and 18 show results for a single tran-1187

sient, comparing the measurement with the three1188

simulation models. The choice of this particular1189

transient was based on data quality. As has been1190

explained in detail in earlier work [5], the data pro-1191
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Figure 17: String-centre velocity from a transient:
(a) measured by the Schumacher rig; (b) simulated
with the classical friction curve model; (c) simu-
lated with the reconstructed friction curve model;
(d) simulated with the thermal model. The dashed
line shows the velocity of the ‘bow’.
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Figure 18: Friction force from the same transients
shown in Fig. 17: (a) measured by the Schumacher
rig; (b) simulated with the classical friction curve
model; (c) simulated with the reconstructed friction
curve model; (d) simulated with the thermal model.

cessing used with this rig gives two versions of the 1192

reconstructed force and velocity waveforms, and the 1193

level of agreement between the two gives a measure 1194

of the reliability and accuracy of the measurement 1195

and processing. By this measure, the case shown 1196

here was one of the best ever produced by the rig. 1197

It had a normal force of 1.18 N, and a bowing po- 1198

sition with β = 0.127. 1199

The quantity plotted in Fig. 17 is the velocity 1200

of the centre of the string at the bowed point: this 1201

does not exactly match the trolley velocity during 1202
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sticking because of the effect of torsion, inducing1203

some rolling of the string on the bow. However, the1204

trend tracks the trolley velocity, shown as a dashed1205

line. This particular measured transient shows1206

something close to Guettler’s “perfect start” to the1207

note: a single slip per period is a signature of the1208

Helmholtz motion, and that pattern is established1209

more or less from the first slip. None of the sim-1210

ulation models behave so well. Both friction curve1211

models show very irregular and complicated mo-1212

tion within the time range plotted here, bearing no1213

discernible resemblance to the measured waveform.1214

The thermal model is better: it shows Helmholtz1215

motion by the end of the time interval plotted. It1216

is preceded by a Guettler “loose/slipping” transient1217

with a period of double-slipping motion in the early1218

stages, and this transient is sufficiently short (about1219

15 ms) that it would in fact be perceptually accept-1220

able [39].1221

Figure 18 shows the corresponding waveforms of1222

friction force. For the very early stage of the tran-1223

sient these show a parabolic profile very similar to1224

the bridge force waveforms seen earlier. As already1225

explained, the section of string between bow and1226

bridge behaves quasi-statically before the first slip1227

occurs, and this accounts for the agreement. Later1228

in the evolution of the transient, though, the wave-1229

forms of friction force and bridge force are quite1230

different: Fig. 19 shows the bridge force from the1231

same measured transient.1232

The extreme case of difference between the two1233

waveforms would arise in the idealised situation of1234

steady Helmholtz motion based on a friction-curve1235

law and an ideal string. In that case the friction1236

force would be constant throughout the motion (as1237

first explained by Raman [44]), whereas the bridge1238

force would show the sawtooth waveform familiar1239

from earlier plots. Comparing Figs. 18a and 191240

reveals a trace of this behaviour: the friction force1241

shows much more limited variation than the bridge1242

force.1243

It is clear from Fig. 18 that the classical friction-1244

curve model (case b) gives a limiting static friction1245

force before the first slip that is far higher than1246

the measurement. It is also a lot higher than for1247

the thermal model (case d) because of the effect of1248

the reduced contact area. Comparing cases a and1249

d, it can be seen that the chosen contact radius1250

has resulted in a maximum force that is broadly1251

comparable with the measured result.1252

Given the strikingly poor performance of the sim-1253

ulations based on the classical and reconstructed1254

friction curves shown in Figs. 17 and 18, it might1255

be asked whether any friction-curve model can give1256

a satisfactory response for this case. One strik-1257

ing aspect of the force waveforms is that the pre-1258
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Figure 19: Bridge force from the measured tran-
sient shown in Figs. 17(a) and 18(a).

dicted limiting force before the first slip is much 1259

bigger than was measured. This is a direct con- 1260

sequence of the assumed coefficients of static fric- 1261

tion: see equations (1, 2). That suggested a very 1262

simple exploratory study: by artificially reducing 1263

the normal force in the simulation with the classi- 1264

cal friction-curve model, the limiting friction force 1265

would be correspondingly reduced. Simulations 1266

with a range of forces were tried (not reproduced 1267

here), but none of them produced Helmholtz mo- 1268

tion within the time-span of these plots. It seems 1269

likely that the very low damping of this string 1270

model, combined with the inherent “twitchiness” of 1271

a friction-curve model, makes for a very “hard-to- 1272

play” string. That conclusion follows hints given by 1273

the earlier discussion of results from the Galluzzo 1274

rig, but the effect is stronger in the present case. 1275

Another aspect of the results from the Schu- 1276

macher rig has been previously highlighted by 1277

Woodhouse et al. [5, 17]. The trajectory can be 1278

plotted in the force-velocity plane, and it is usu- 1279

ally found to show a hysteresis loop, broadly sim- 1280

ilar to ones observed in earlier studies of stick- 1281

slip friction [45, 20]. The result for this particular 1282

bowed transient is shown in Fig. 20, derived from 1283

the Helmholtz motion towards the end of the wave- 1284

forms shown in Figs. 17a and 18a. The patch of 1285

“scribble” near a relative sliding velocity of zero 1286

corresponds to sticking of the string to the bow: 1287

the string centre can still move by rolling on the 1288

bow. 1289

Such a hysteresis loop gives direct evidence that 1290

no friction-curve model can give a physically cor- 1291

rect description. It has already been seen that a 1292

hysteresis phenomenon can occur within a friction- 1293

curve model (see Fig. 2), but in that case the indi- 1294

vidual sampled data points would all lie on the cho- 1295
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Figure 20: Hysteresis loop of friction force as a
function of relative sliding speed between string and
bow, from the final stage of the measured bowed-
string waveforms shown in Figs. 17a and 18a.
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Figure 21: Trajectory of friction force against rela-
tive sliding velocity for motion simulated with the
thermal model, from the same run as the transients
shown in Figs. 17 and 18 but from a later portion
where approximately steady Helmholtz motion had
been established. It is to be compared with the
measurement shown in Fig. 20.

sen friction curve. The hysteresis takes the form of1296

abrupt jumps which are not symmetrical: a larger1297

jump occurs at a stick-to-slip transition, a smaller1298

one at a slip-to-stick transition. What is seen in1299

Fig. 20 is different: a fairly smooth loop with each1300

transition involving several sampled points.1301

The corresponding plot from the simulation using1302

the thermal model is shown in Fig. 21. It shows1303

a loop, traversed in the same anticlockwise sense1304

as the measured one. Some aspects of the shape1305

match the measured loop, at least qualitatively; es-1306

pecially near the maximum force. Both plots show1307

the maximum force during a stick-to-slip transition 1308

being reached with a significantly non-zero value of 1309

relative sliding speed. Before that maximum, there 1310

is evidence of creep as the “sticking” portion of the 1311

curve bends to the left. This comment may relate 1312

to a feature visible in Figs. 18 and 19. This par- 1313

ticular transient showed a rounded initial slip with 1314

no initial jump, similar to the low-force examples 1315

in Fig. 13, suggesting that stick-to-slip transitions 1316

were perhaps following the sequence of events de- 1317

scribed for the thermal model, including some ini- 1318

tial creep. 1319

5 Discussion and conclusions 1320

In this paper, all available types of experimental 1321

data in which a stretched string was bowed by a 1322

“rigid” point bow have been examined. A repre- 1323

sentative selection of the results has been compared 1324

systematically with simulations based on the most 1325

favoured theoretical models from the existing lit- 1326

erature. In the light of this comparison, it is now 1327

possible to give an overview of the current state of 1328

the art in accurate simulation of bowed-string tran- 1329

sients. 1330

There are broadly two types of evidence bear- 1331

ing upon the question of accuracy, which may be 1332

termed “physics-based” and “pragmatic”. Ideally, 1333

one would like a simulation model that was based 1334

fully on an understanding of the underlying physics, 1335

and supported by direct and independent measure- 1336

ments of the relevant material behaviour and pa- 1337

rameter values. The evidence shown here makes it 1338

clear that such a model does not yet exist, so it is 1339

also of interest to ask the more pragmatic question 1340

“can any of the existing models be relied upon to 1341

capture at least some aspects of bowed-string be- 1342

haviour, so as to shed light on issues of interest to 1343

a musician?” 1344

A simulation model for a bowed string requires 1345

several ingredients. Some of those concern the vi- 1346

brational behaviour of the strings and the instru- 1347

ment body, and the process of sound radiation by 1348

that vibrating body. When this vibration is of suf- 1349

ficiently small amplitude that linear theory can rea- 1350

sonably be applied, a good case can be made that 1351

a satisfactory physics-based model is indeed avail- 1352

able. Earlier papers [4, 7, 8] have described a rather 1353

complete model, including the various wave-types 1354

that can occur in a string, and the interaction be- 1355

tween them all and the vibration of the instrument 1356

body. The model is complicated, but it is built up 1357

from well-studied and uncontroversial ingredients, 1358

it can be calibrated by independent measurements, 1359

and it has been validated against detailed measure- 1360
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ments of plucked strings.1361

However, the other main ingredient of a bowed-1362

string model is more problematic: the frictional be-1363

haviour at the bow-string contact, mediated by the1364

use of rosin. Stick-slip friction is an inherently non-1365

linear phenomenon, and it has proved difficult to1366

pin down in a fully satisfactory model; not only for1367

violin rosin, but also in many other areas involv-1368

ing friction-excited vibration, ranging from brake1369

squeal to earthquake dynamics [26]. Many models1370

for friction have been proposed, generally building1371

on physics-based evidence from particular measure-1372

ments.1373

In the context of bowed-string dynamics, two1374

main classes of friction model have been discussed.1375

Until relatively recently, all work on the subject as-1376

sumed some version of the friction-curve model, in1377

which the friction force was assumed to be a func-1378

tion of the instantaneous sliding speed only, with1379

no history dependence. Two representatives of this1380

class of model have been considered here: one based1381

on direct measurement of the friction force from a1382

rosin-coated interface during imposed steady slid-1383

ing at a range of speeds [30, 20], the other inferred1384

from details of the dynamics of actual bowed strings1385

by comparison with theoretical predictions [32].1386

The third model considered here belongs to a dif-1387

ferent class, in which history dependence is included1388

by allowing the friction force to depend on one or1389

more internal state variables, each with its own evo-1390

lution equation. Experimental evidence for the par-1391

ticular case of rosin suggests, very strongly, that a1392

key state variable is the temperature near the con-1393

tact [20]. This has motivated the development of1394

thermal models of friction, and the leading current1395

contender among these models [18] has been con-1396

sidered here. It is based on the idea that friction1397

force is associated with plastic yield in the rosin1398

layer. The yield stress is allowed to be a function1399

of temperature, chosen by requiring that the model1400

should reproduce the steady-sliding results used in1401

the “classical” friction curve model.1402

5.1 Physics-based evidence1403

The longest-established physical evidence relat-1404

ing to rosin friction comes from the results of1405

steady-sliding measurements. These underlie both1406

the classical friction-curve model and the thermal1407

model. An appropriate model needs to be consis-1408

tent with that data, but steady-sliding measure-1409

ments simply do not provide enough information to1410

be able to design a complete and accurate model.1411

More recently, examples have been published [20, 5]1412

of hysteresis loops in the force-velocity plane such1413

as the one shown earlier (see Fig. 20): such loops1414

definitively show that no friction-curve model can 1415

be physically correct. However, the existence of 1416

loops does not necessarily mean that the transient 1417

string motion is sensitively affected by them. It 1418

should also be noted that the loops do not give 1419

clear guidance about what alternative model should 1420

be used: any model involving internal state vari- 1421

ables and consequent history dependence of friction 1422

is likely to produce loops in such plots. 1423

Evidence has been shown to indicate a significant 1424

influence of contact temperature on rosin frictional 1425

properties [20, 18]: it appears likely that a process 1426

of melt lubrication is involved in stick-slip dynam- 1427

ics. Additional quantitative evidence can be added 1428

on this question: Fig. 22 shows an example of a 1429

standard rheometer measurement (ARES-LC) on a 1430

bulk sample of violin rosin. This plot shows the 1431

complex shear modulus as a function of tempera- 1432

ture, a representative example of a relevant mate- 1433

rial property. Because of limitations of the avail- 1434

able test methods, rosin could be separately tested 1435

in the “solid” state and the “liquid” states, but be- 1436

ing a glassy material the transition between the two 1437

occurs over a substantial temperature range and it 1438

was not possible to test at intermediate tempera- 1439

tures. This explains the gap in the plots, but it is 1440

easy to guess more or less how the shear modulus 1441

must behave in this gap. Note that the behaviour 1442

of the complex modulus follows expectation: pre- 1443

dominantly real (i.e. elastic) at lower temperatures, 1444

predominantly imaginary (i.e. viscous) at higher 1445

temperatures. This plot shows the shear modulus 1446

changing by some five orders of magnitude between 1447

room temperature and 70◦C. There can be little 1448

doubt that this dramatic variation is a key factor 1449

in the dynamic frictional behaviour of rosin. 1450

However, it has not yet proved possible to base a 1451

successful simulation of bowed strings on a model 1452

incorporating this detailed bulk behaviour of rosin. 1453

The thermal model used in the studies reported 1454

here is more crude, and it is important to acknowl- 1455

edge its assumptions and limitations. The model is 1456

not based on independent measurements like those 1457

of Fig. 22; instead, it is based on an assumed form 1458

of constitutive law employing a single averaged con- 1459

tact temperature, with a temperature-dependent 1460

yield stress deduced by fitting to the steady-sliding 1461

results. One might guess that the very rapid varia- 1462

tion of rosin properties with temperature shown by 1463

Fig. 22 will mean that no model based on a single 1464

averaged temperature in the contact will in the end 1465

be sufficient. There will inevitably be variations 1466

of temperature around the contact footprint and 1467

through the thickness of the rosin layer, leading to 1468

big variations in mechanical properties. For exam- 1469

ple, it is possible that the balance between “plastic” 1470
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Figure 22: Complex shear modulus G = G′+iG′′ of
violin rosin, measured as a function of temperature:
× denotes G′, + denotes G′′. Separate measure-
ments were made for rosin in the solid and liquid
states, with a range of intermediate temperatures
not accessible to either test. Measurements on the
solid sample were at a frequency of 100 rad/s and
a strain of 0.01%, those on the liquid sample at
10 rad/s and a strain of 1%.

and “viscous” behaviour will vary with temperature1471

and hence with position. The detailed processes1472

leading to transitions between sticking and slipping1473

are likely to be sensitive to such variations.1474

Even the simplified thermal friction model con-1475

sidered here contains parameter values that are not1476

easy to determine with great accuracy: alongside1477

the thermal properties of the substrate materials of1478

string and “bow”, the thickness of the rosin layer1479

and the size of the contact footprint are required.1480

These are also needed for the configuration of the1481

steady-sliding measurements, and the values are1482

very likely to have been different in those tests be-1483

cause the contact geometry was different. Finally,1484

in order to probe the Schelleng or Guettler dia-1485

grams it is necessary to know how the parameter1486

values vary with normal force. Some evidence has1487

been shown to explore the sensitivity of the pre-1488

dicted string motion to all these factors: see Figs.1489

9–11.1490

5.2 Empirical evidence1491

These various uncertainties mean that at present1492

one must fall back on assessing the candidate mod-1493

els based on empirical evidence, since it must be1494

accepted that no current model has a complete and1495

secure basis in physics. There is a long history1496

of assessing bowed-string models in this way, and1497

there are some undoubted success stories. A hun-1498

dred years ago, Raman’s original model was already 1499

able to give a reasonable match to the wide variety 1500

of possible periodic vibration regimes of a bowed 1501

string that had been observed [44]. The earliest 1502

useful predictions of transient motion came in the 1503

1970s with the development of time-domain sim- 1504

ulation methods based on variants of the friction- 1505

curve model [34]. These were able to give accounts 1506

of several observed phenomena that were at least 1507

qualitatively correct: for example the variation of 1508

Helmholtz waveform with bow force, the regime 1509

transitions providing the bow-force limits in the 1510

Schelleng diagram, the “wolf note”, and the fact 1511

that a bowed note tends to play flat (i.e. with a 1512

longer period) when bow force is increased [34]. 1513

The present study has aimed to go further than 1514

this, and seek quantitative agreement between ex- 1515

periment and simulation for at least some details of 1516

bowed-string transients. Evidence of various kinds 1517

has been presented: low-level comparisons of indi- 1518

vidual transients, and higher-level comparisons of 1519

variation within the Schelleng or Guettler diagrams 1520

of some computed metrics based on regime identifi- 1521

cation and transient length. The general impression 1522

given by all these comparisons is fairly clear. The 1523

classical friction curve model performs consistently 1524

worst of the three models tested. The reconstructed 1525

friction curve gives a clear improvement in most 1526

cases, which is perhaps not too surprising since this 1527

model was arrived at by a type of inverse calcula- 1528

tion based on measurements of the kind examined 1529

here. The thermal model, while clearly disagree- 1530

ing with measurements in some details, generally 1531

comes closest to reality. 1532

5.3 Consequences for future friction 1533

models 1534

Examining the evidence in more detail gives clues 1535

about particular aspects of the existing models that 1536

need addressing. For this purpose the high-level 1537

information from the Schelleng and Guettler dia- 1538

grams, although interesting, is often hard to inter- 1539

pret. Details of individual waveforms are more im- 1540

mediately useful. One particular aspect of transient 1541

behaviour concerns the behaviour around the mo- 1542

ment of first slip. A variety of evidence has been 1543

shown here, showing some intriguing details. 1544

First, Fig. 15 showed the maximum value of fric- 1545

tion force before first slip, corresponding at least 1546

roughly to the concept of coefficient of static fric- 1547

tion. All three theoretical models would predict a 1548

fixed value for this maximum coefficient of friction, 1549

but in fact the experimental results in the Guet- 1550

tler plane showed a very clear trend towards higher 1551

force when the timescale of sticking was longer. 1552
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This observation probably links to the concept of1553

“junction growth” highlighted in the earlier liter-1554

ature of friction [43, 29], and also to some of the1555

more recent work on rate-and-state friction models1556

(for example [46]) where a possible physical inter-1557

pretation of the internal state variable relates to the1558

“age” of a typical asperity contact.1559

Next, Figs. 13 and 16 reveal some informative1560

details about what happens at the moment of first1561

slip. For all three theoretical models the answer1562

is clear: any friction-curve model predicts jumps1563

determined by the shape of the curve and the mag-1564

nitude of the normal bow force, while the ther-1565

mal model does not allow jumps at all so that first1566

slip is always a rather gentle process. The experi-1567

mental results show behaviour of both kinds, and1568

when viewed in the Guettler plane in Fig. 16 there1569

is significant (and rather unexpected) structure in1570

the jump magnitude. This suggests that a correct1571

model of rosin friction needs to allow something like1572

a brittle-ductile transition, so that under some cir-1573

cumstances an abrupt breakaway can occur, leading1574

to a jump in force, whereas in other circumstances1575

the release is gradual and quite reminiscent of the1576

thermal model predictions. To reproduce the struc-1577

ture revealed in the Guettler plane may pose a stiff1578

challenge for the next generation of friction mod-1579

els. It may be noted that the particular example1580

from the Schumacher rig shown in Fig. 18 showed1581

a transient reminiscent of the thermal model, with1582

a gradual first release. The available data from1583

this rig does not allow a study as comprehensive1584

as Fig. 16, but nevertheless a large number of in-1585

dividual transients have been recorded. When a1586

next-generation friction model is formulated, it may1587

be worth revisiting this data resource for cases to1588

compare.1589

There is one more noteworthy aspect of be-1590

haviour near first slip. All Guettler transients show1591

an initial phase of “sticking”, with parabolic growth1592

in friction force. However, when examined in care-1593

ful detail many of these transients show evidence of1594

some creep before the obvious first slip: the force1595

lags progressively behind the value expected from1596

perfect sticking. This suggests that the rosin shows1597

some viscous-like behaviour during nominal stick-1598

ing, with details probably dependent on the resid-1599

ual temperature from whatever has happened be-1600

fore the particular transient being examined.1601

A related effect was seen in the steady Helmholtz1602

motion from the Schumacher rig. The loop plotted1603

in Fig. 20 shows a patch of “scribble” connoting1604

the sticking phase, but when slipping commences1605

the force continues to rise while the curve moves to1606

the left, and the maximum force occurs at a rela-1607

tive slip speed around 0.5 m/s. Bearing in mind1608

that the thickness of rosin layer in this rig is of the 1609

order of microns, the average strain rate through 1610

the thickness of rosin implied by this observation is 1611

of the order of 105: not at all what one would ordi- 1612

narily describe as “creep”! This poses a problem of 1613

its own for efforts to construct physics-based mod- 1614

els: bulk measurements such as those shown in Fig. 1615

22 cannot easily be made at strain rates anywhere 1616

near as high as this. 1617

In summary, the evidence suggests that an ac- 1618

curate model for rosin friction needs to be based 1619

on temperature, but will be more elaborate than 1620

the current model. Ideally, it would be based on a 1621

detailed model of physics grounded in independent 1622

measurements of rosin properties. It would need to 1623

include some allowance for viscous-like behaviour 1624

in place of true sticking, and it probably needs to 1625

incorporate something like a brittle-ductile transi- 1626

tion. One might hope that some of this behaviour 1627

will emerge naturally from a model taking account 1628

of the detailed variation of temperature and ma- 1629

terial properties around the contact zone, but to 1630

construct and validate such a model could be a dif- 1631

ficult undertaking. 1632

It is also possible that some useful improvements 1633

could be achieved by a more pragmatic approach, 1634

staying closer to the existing model. Perhaps a 1635

constitutive model could be formulated such that 1636

the single averaged contact temperature currently 1637

in use led to at least some of the desired behaviour. 1638

As far as it goes, the thermal simulation to calcu- 1639

late this averaged temperature seems well founded 1640

in physics and should be reasonably reliable. Such 1641

an approach might have advantages for musical syn- 1642

thesis, and if it achieved a good enough match to 1643

the detailed measurements it might shed light on 1644

some of the questions of playability that originally 1645

motivated this study. But there is no doubt that a 1646

full physics-based model would be preferable. 1647
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